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ABSTRACT
4' This paper delineates models of drug abuse prevention

education that have been indicated in the literature during the past
six years,. and disdugses the research related to each.' The nine ,

midel4 were-considered according to: CO (.basic premises, ('2) positive
and .negative salient criticisms, and, (3).iwplications.and modes of
applicationfor drug abuse preventioneducation. Models under
discussion are: (1) the legal, political model; (2y the fear,
induction model; (3) the medical,. psychiatric model; 4) the.
,psychosocial,-human skills model; (5) pe information procesing,
rationality model;-16) the rdinforceaentmodell t7) the religious,
spiritual model; (8) .the assumed dri4t model; and (9) the
alternktives model. Whit emerges from the reported data is that drug,'
abuse ;iS'a complex phenomenon and that a wide variety of programs and
modes. have been used in an attempt-to counteract it. First, peer'2
influence seems an eff4Ctive way of bringing about desired changes
drug abusing beha$ior, particularly, among young persons. A second
important consideration involves human interaction, a theme paramotnt
to the medical piychiitric, psycho-social human skills, reinforcement
and the alternatives models. This present review calls, as do other
similar reviews, for more and better research and followup. Since -

humans vary so greatly, it seems unlikely that the linkage of a
decline in drug'use to some specific fact of one particular lode of
prevention education will occur. The plethora of approaches and
models may remain, for some time to come, the most reasonable attack
on the problem. (Author/PC)
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&Inca th* begInn5ng of the youthful drug scare in the 1960's, millions
- e-...

-

LIZ 4411arg it federal,'state, municipal, school district and private agency
- -

. .

lucwhe.va ban spent in thousands of drug abuse prevention educz.tion programs

etro4 th nation. Racestretriewsof the literatu:e (iauCht, Follingstad,

Bd7ry, 1973; .R.O., 1973; Randall and Wong, 174) have coma up

tz:¢ ?. thu some conclusion:: there is.little substantiated evident -: that drug
. .

*ducation progams have any lastimv effect on the drug usinz Lehavior

42 tta clinta. FUrthormora, there is no eridence'tLat speaks to the questibn,

°L.'hat 1.71.n4z of drug education programs have what kinds of effe..ts on what kinds

. of! yosplarf

Inttosti bf avaluated, theoretically grounded programs, that has

.Y..47,td.ig.A it larga.and varied number of approaches, .al seeming_; unaware of

proclivitles, which have operated without stated

Nuch criticism can be excused on the grounds that most atte-pts at

etzg education are recent; the true road to salvation, if one is not

U
O

paved nor clearly lighted. The time is however, for a systematic

.40 81aI7sis of the underlying assumptions and philosophIcal perst:e.ti..:.s indicated

0 IV the litsrature.
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rida mar lei1.1. arst delineate models of druz.abuse prevention education

that steesg to be indicated by the literature of the past si: years. The second

ng the pappr i dovoted to discussion of the research related to each

acg.Zol.

1q4th oe nine models will be considered according to: (1) its basic,

r amizet; (2) Positive and negative salient criticisms; and"(3) implications

ieed welts of -application for drug abuse prevention education.

Xt order, the models that will be considered are: 1. the Legal. Political

Ife.reha$ 2. the Jeer Induction Nodal; 3. the Medical, Psychiatric Model; the

I'vtbo Soclal, Human Skills Model; 5, the Information Processing, RatIonslity

re'efea; 6. the Reinforcement Model; 7. the Religious and 3piritual Model;

Z. ale LesateJ ;)rive .lode;,; and 9. the A3ternetyves Model.

Models

Tie Le1-Sclitical Madel

i:1) or the last forty yearn, the leg el-political mcdel has been the

volt yepular npprcacn to pree.enteon'of drug abuse. Drug abusing behavior is

:::esta as. flrong aerie a crime. Strict legs are'enacted with severe penalties

ior trtnngeessors. The basis for these laws may be the definition of these

Wert-ion at !moral, or it may pass under the geterel rubric of the protec-

tien of the pubtic walZare. In any case, the principle gcel of this uedel is

the& ieuppreaser. of drug ':sing behavior.

roY. purpnses of this paper drug abuse is taken to mean the chronic excessive

tict of a stind altering chemical(s) to the eztent that normal hunan functioning

gismi!ficently impaired.

6
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(2), no402ifttle= ire great am,kepis is placed on kespect and obedience

t legal or m'pral authority, this approach is quite workable. A principla of

Ontratmco that holds for any society is that laws that govern must have a
0

Ugh parcAntage of voluntary compliance to be viable. Enforcement is other-

vita inpoosible. At preaent, certain drug laws are violated by large numbers

sag Americans with apparent impunity. Tens of zillions have used marijuana

villiqns of others have used other .illegal drugs or have used

lesaily prescribed drugs in illegal ways; and still others manipulate the

4rus prescription system for their own ends. It'has become fairly clear that
a,

122t pesced to regulate private use of chemicals are enforceable only through

extreme measures,

In addition, the legal system au it is presently applied, is clearly

co4siateat Nith#4 a general policy of protecting the pilblic welfare.

sot a quite dangerous drugs are exempted from legal prohibition, extreme

renalties are attached to the sale and use of other drugs shown by empirical

.evidence to be lees harmful. In general the widespread disregard of many

z' g, laws pcintp to a growing lack of acceptance of the laws and an unwilling-;-.

..tea nut the part of large numbers of people to abide by them.

(3) The legal-political approach to prevention has usually led to the

Londling of drug abuse prevention education by police officers and government

officialz. In the most usual format, these outside authorities are brought

'a to put on demonstrative programs aimed at exposing students to information

opfxion about the danger of drugs. Often the presentations are limited

to illegal drugs and focus on the legal and moral implications of their use.



Little or no avaluation of the effectiveness of this model has been

esrriad out. Nevertheless-, considering its extensive use and the concurrent

drmnatic rise in drug abuse among youth, it seems fairly clear that this

approadh to drug ab-Ase prevention has not been particularly effective: To

tItu desTee that this approach is based on biased and sometimes incorrect infor-

mtion, and is.coupled with hypocritical enfoicement, it may have the uninten-

lcats1 effect of cresting disillusionment and distrust for the legal-political

44ystam is general.

Thgjeer Induction Model

V.) It is a fact that if people never experiment with drugs they will

awn ese or become dependent on them. One way to accomplish th1 total

tbstinence is to mystify drugs and attach to them and their use encrmous

yover to accomplish evil. 'Beginning in the 1920's an intensive scare can-

pa zign was carried on to attach to drug use the most horrible of associations--

vleatsi derangement, 2hysicel
disfigurement, crimes of violence and passion,

gerheps worst of all, the loosening of inhibitions. irilms, presents-

Ziona, dud other :exhortations were constructed to carry this messa2a, the

siplvarant motive baing the protection and maintenance of the moral fiber of

ttsn cit.ftenry.

(2) This approach is slightly more sqbtle than outright suppression.

77:1: 4ef)ent5Ja heavily on
the conditioning of fear responses to particular stim-

talus objects and is used qUite effectively throughout the world in controlling

Ilopleel behavior, It is especially popular in totalitarian regimes and quite

sucaacsful in use with populations of superstitious people to whom life is a

swaftlzat fearful prospect anyway.
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The use of the model depends on absolute control of information sources.

If may a raw people. talk about oy are witnessed in the transgression of the

ita--in this case drug usethe mysticism breaks down. Exposition of the

d%ception can cause reaction on the part of the deceived, lea-ling to anger,

%laz111.usionment and over-reaction to the once tabooed behavior.

In addition, AS with the previous legal-political Model, this model

LPeitumet some monolithic concept of "drug" to which all sorts of evils can

ba aaatbAa vithout regard to differences of strength, quality, effect,

tonicity, potential benefit, etc. Thus, whet; there are drugs in general use

that cannot be proscribed because cif societal acceptance, such as alcohol,

tieotiaa, end caffeine, they.must be renamed as non-drugs. These transformed

4riztva .age then outside of the prohibited category, adding further to the

eleeption.

(3) lids, approach has taken many forms, In its heyday, icany films,

gilled'ulth blatantly erroneous in:ormatioc, dramatically depicted the cunsee

quamcce of drug use. Billed ,as conedies on college campuses, the filus today

TwvvIde nomemute eestimony to a history of countereffective deception. Other

ZOTW ineUude teatiae,-n-Ials by audlcts as to the horror of use, the showing of

.eleturen of disfigured users, olphasis on the eyriuge, or association of drugs

ve.5.0x blood, enatea and other stimuli generally accepted as feerful and lonthnome.

Mile '::4e heyday of this modbl has passed,'it is still extant. Many of

IVAlee.MC Eilee3 and much mass anti-drug advertising rely, in port, on this

eezhnique.

k)
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3. lbe Medical Smcsaatellsetiodel

(1) This model is an amalgamation of two or three closely linked points

of vice. Basic to these points of view is the assumption that something is

wrong with a wawa who uses drugs to excess; drug abuse must indicate either

eeythological or physical dysfunction. The psychological point of view ssu6se
ego

dia cause to be trauma, blockage, or other malfunctiqn deeply rooted in the

mubjectia unconsceous mind as a result of'some early life experiences. A

releted poiut of view assumes an, unknown physical or,

preevicel dysfunction. in either casdp- the individual

Zeeman incurable illness, the prevention of which is

drug ume.

in some cases, psycho-

is labeled as suffering

complete abstention from

(2) To a great degree, this model also relies on the mystification of

tha eyeptam of drug abuse and its eauses. A large number of esychoenalyets,

esychietrists, and psychologists, provide one-to-one therapy in the service

of this mystification. The success rate of cure has been low. For our.pur-

plume, hoever, the major drawback of this model is that it prescribes little .

in, the 1767 of ebuse, preventidu education.
,

(3) The medical, paychiatric model focusing primarily On the alleviation

eg eicknees post hoc, has little to say about the problem of/ prevention. At

beet two points can be made: ,(a) great care should be taken to avoid estab-

iledag peechologicelly traeeatic M.ockages especially during infant develop-

rivet; ned (b) At en older level, .people. who are prone to chemical dependency

,ebeelei ba identified and given early intervention treatment to free them from

eeeir fete. Unfortunately, no reliable, efficient methods hixe ever 'feeen

devined to eccemplich these recommendations.



Tee &hart, regardlees of the degree of truth inherent in this model, there

la noitimeh to recommend it ae a model for 4r6g abuse' prevention.

Zattlx0o-Social. Hum it Skills Model

(1) Thim model begins with the assumption that drug use is a syMptom of

some deficit in psychological-social growth. It presumes that people are'

Zilling a gap In thseir ..Ives with drugs that need not be there if either per -

eeemaIitiee or, environment were providing ingredients for a meaningful, happy
.

wmilef li;ini. Given this nesumPtien, there are two directions abuse preven-
(

-

tim trey take: attempt to restructure the environment, or attempt to remediata

*the peradh so that she/he is better able to meet needs in non-chemically

iadute4 waya.

Changing the environment isee heady tank ---not one that is likely to show

emah accomplishment in the short run. While zany theorists and practitioners

yrobebly hold this out for a long ranee goal, most see the immediate problem

gz mai of building nose complete 'people with fewer deficiencies. Most nee

the de: tiencies as occurring developmentally, fee. the individual may or may

Net learn the necessary skills, attitudes, or concepts while growing up. '

Thum* special attention should be paid to these particulaf are-s for youth,

end program') should be developed to remediate deficiencies'eh't do .already

aElat.

Johnson (1974) for example has' developed a theory which delineates

seectei effectivenese'skills that are pogited to have a direct relatiaiship'

4.,in later drug use: a. the trusting attitudes that one can rely upon the.,

eaection and vapport of other people; b.'the attitudes of conf1dence in
2,

:V-11$* eepabilities and in,onete capacity to effect desired chene in the
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d

VP

room= through the application of these capabilities; c. the attitudenevi

extethevi is a meaningful purpose and direction in one's life; d. an into
,

gritted and coherent set of attitudes defining orei's self identity; e. the .

notAitive capacity to take the cognitive and emotional perspective of other

pro le within a situation; land f. the interpersonal skills,needed to build0.
zma laintain socially Affective relationships.

According to the theory, building strength in these areas, either as

glow and develop, and/or providing remedial programs for people who ,

.

may-he deficient in one or .^re of these areas Will have a significant effect

0
on the preasbility ofi drug abuse occtrring in those people impacted.

.

MI' Since there is a substantial body of research showing correla-

ticaal relationships bet Teen several of these variables and people who have

isa probIrszewith various kinds of drugs, this approach seems to hold promise..

To biz= the environment-for problems of social dysfunction, however, is a

tu.60ips% am4 sazy tech. That part of the formula is simple. The remaining

17=to i.e. devising new environments that Tgill do a better job in creating

SST4 dtvgrabuse resistant people, and proving their superiority, is more

4.".4.gfitu3.t. In #.ay olive, it is unlikely that formal education in the usual

fixes timt we knou now wilklead to curtailment .of drug use. Colleges and

uziverv,Itins, for example, are often places where drugs are used

o str4de* Ovorats., 1972).

(3) The implications of this model for application in drug abuse preven-
t

*cm qt.duaatio; have been delineated c.s: change the psycho-social envirinment

tOttntnstith people ore developed;°and/orcprovide snpplebentary (m remedial

env-ttiences that go beyond the usual environment. In its extreme form, choice

auctost ant comtitutss a frontal attack,os- and complete revision of the whole
,
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2nciery ao that it will conform to what theorists predict will prod,lcs a drug

thimitrautiatent individual.

Ili actual practice this approach has meant the development of special

programs aimed at enhancing specific skills, behaviors and attitudes of

ing youth,. In addition, programs and insightful experiences have been

aned that try influence the way adults who work with you interact

ttith that.
O

pica offshoot of this' psycho-social approach to drug abuse prevention

cAncation :L the present movement concerned with values clarification

ctucetiou Maths, 1964; Simon, et.. al, 1972; Drool:Caen and Suffet, 1973; Smith,

i§7 .T; Paulson, 1970. Although this ethic insists'ibat all !values are to be

wropa4te-4, there is a covert assumption that focus on personal v,lue clarifi-

'natio* will.load to tie adoption of values that arc not congruent with drug

ma0 the federal aovernment has idontth.ed this approach as one of the two

:fit efiective nodes of Drug Education (USDHEW, 1974).

1_,StalpgorIllation Procesniu.lRatiouality Model

(3j The prasumption that the human animal operates on a rational basis

tosaA41.; seem to be too risky a proposition. This model makes that assumption

an:a cvfn a atap further. The rationality model assumes that if drug abure

prevsntiom education confines itself to Giving the facts :,bout drugs - what

ttisy are, whet they do, how they make a person feel, and what are the short

vanp ar,d long range physical, social, and legal consequences - people will

00= to ills rational, logical conclusion to stay away from psychoactive uhem,.

Programa thzt Arietly adhere to this model sta) away from preaching,

.. 10
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,

r=ralizing, or scaring. ac4 at providing as mamy of the .factl. a, they can

.46eut chemical and behavioral pharmacology, bddy systemic interact:uns, and

iagr.1 implicatidns.

(2) In addition to the assumption that the huma determines . :-s Ile:au:Car

t rational, lo teal manner, this approach further assumes that .n.formation.

L7n40 modified i.t.tavior. Based en these assumptions, this model hypothe-
%

*if= that an ysis of the facts about drugs will lead lo;icall a decision

:LO t to use clligs. There is little or no data to support any of *:t .e conclu-.

aims. In fact, some studies indicate au inci-case in drug experk.ncl-ation

'ter &Kt- Information programs. The motivation for this incre.ser experi-
.4

,7rat4t.nn is unknown, teereased fear, increased curiosity, d 1.uk of trust

zuthority, and a need to find out for oneself all seem to corcr.bute. In

Adition, while the human see;is to base some of his dacisisal rzkiag on logical

przcosses, she/he seems very prone to opting for short ranze pos tie cutcomee

Ni!en eley are opposed by loagranLe negative autcomesof undete:ais.ed proba-

7te cpvt(r;bidup evidence against this assumption is the continued use

of egg? drugs such as tobacoo and alcohol products. Despite ast.;nticated

-4ersiugs about the increased long range prcbabiliti.es for the con

tNer: diseases as a :onsequence of smoking. and the, incrod!ble t-1

:.ost efficiAt, and human suffering related to alcohol use, Li:::

tuo drugs continues to increase.

(6) The mode of employing this approach, if it were carried aut in its

actton of

in money,

.r. take of

ftTICSt sense, would be to give information in the meat oboct:.c manner

;-Werible. Just about all forms of media presentation including f.ims, computer

t/legd.instruction, books, chemical analysis stations, and th
C

e/ (=played r information giving without exhortations.
.

, 14. a: 11

would be
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Zven the adherents to this approach, however, don't seem to lave complete

trust in its capability to indug.youth not to use drugs: Tie fc ieral govern-
.

tient reports that a more usual approach is logical information glJing

with plenty of puritan ethics" (usrim 1974).

e. The Reinforcement Model

(1) This is perhaps the most theoretically sound model. Ti effects of

poe3tive and negative reinforcement have been empirically de7ons rated in

thou sands of laboratory and field stedies employing.a wide variely cf animals

from one-celled planaria to humans. It is quite clear thnt bell...n.01 of some

kinds is learned through conditioning experiences, and that these e.e.periencea

can, iu eelmy circumstances be purposefully arranged so that desk d results

sill be obtained.

Perhaps thi's model is at its best in providing a theoretical explanation

got why drug abuse and dependency occur. Drugs, and the reiatec' effeee pro-

duced or associated with their use, are very powerful reinforcer . In fact

many theorists explain drug abuse and chemical dependency solely on the basis

of the fact that taking drugs is both positively and negatively r:inforcing.

the behavior is positively reinforced by the pleasant sensetio:e prof'aiced and

megatively reinforced by the taking away of feelings of anxiety,"-ension,

depression, etc.

If drug abuse tendencies are brcueht about through reinfo cec nt condi-

tion ing then, the argament,reads, prevention can also rely on 1 ! application

of these same principles.

12
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(2) The very procrusteans..6ature of this paradigm in its ability to

a:0Jan soca:1th ,of humhit behalhor makes disagreement difficult. Nevertheless,

,;applications of the theory.in drug reHavilitation have not been uriformly

- e scoesifnl. Applications in drug abue preimation education ha-e been so'
es ` ;, 1

.
, -.

virieloiland poorly dopumented.that there is little reason to fl)c-2e to its

N
.

.4,stes as a panabea for drug Abuse-problems.
t 4 °

u
.

,

A major diffiEulty ill, the anplicition of thit model lies :a controlling
.. .

. .
.

..

ttle variahles -igvolved to,thp degree 'nedessery for success, Dais is especially
..

.'.. - .

..7. ' . . .

--tree when tht emphasfs is on positive reinforcement. Anti-dr., r.sponses,
. , :

ot at leastrespanSes;rallecting4easomea, thoughtful ideas ence.n:ng drug
x .. -e

Ahuse, must occur before qieycdn be rlInforced. This-neceseiril involves
e.

. 1.
-.

ets trueturing of an en;liro'nmqnt In :;hick they will or-cur. e

I"

Unfortunately the real environment in which Ameriocans 11v- one that

oushes and encourages drug use. In the interests of hig;Ier_sal.e_ the lubri-

-
-cation of social. contact, and the avoidance of, even minimal p. in, drugs such

ea aleohol and tobacco as well as prescription and over the.e ewer drugs,

-Ire pushed with fervor by the me,dia, by colleagues, and by a eee ralized

ee'
aocietil sanction for using approved chemical comforters. Wethele a change

in the foregoing onslaught, it Is doubtful that few cccurrenc_e of reinforce-

ment for views in opposition to the general environment will ha-.e mech*long

eisn effect.

(3) Control over the source of reinforcement is centrel tie aPplica-

tiou of this model. .At some levels of development, teacher . a...e-ts, and

other anthority figures partially control such reenforcers is ce.7.e:tion,

.irion, and approval. In't::e use of this approact, the. :es:ructors

13



.rd mere are trained to positively reinforce appropriate anti-dreg verbal

be.hAvior, usually in stall grout 'Settings.

Mhay of the drug buse.educa.tioni programs can be viewed as a :css system- -

application oi these same principles. The emphasis on usi-s loth

etraight and refornled user peers is in a sense an attempt to att.-1th author-

veiniorcement to the non use of -chemicals, in addition, :Ilk glori-

fication of the natural foods, clean air, outdoor enjoyments, matar.-1 states

of mind, and the liki, is in a sense the building of positive Ateznetive

reinforcements. In the latter case, drug using adherents, howrver, might '40

rejoinder with comment on the naturalness of naturals own weed, cao-_us, and

wahroom. ,

At a roc 7e philosoph4e1 level, there is a continuing debate o-ler the

0
b-v.,vropli-ieter.ess of any methods which employ procedures aimed at

vcdification too-.7ard a specific end widled by an authority. The /:-:;lness

and liberty of mankind is considered by some as sacrosanct. Sys:e-e=tic

4r.tet pts a: control ark often fought with vigor in philosophical tteatises

aF in the courts.

' The 4elizicus SpirLtuel Model-
.

C.) This model sees the'answr to drug abLse in the dedicar.Ln )f one's

a religious entity or set of foich-derived"ptinciples. h The

'!-JaCUJ:aticn of the religious faith usually comes art imposition c a %:ry,Sqict .

itt rulee that guide behavior. In most cases dleig use is no a:1 ad, in

others it may b2 allowed only ceremonially.

-.sually these groups of faithful are closely knit and h ghlv dee cat:d.

7tomote and take pa7.-t in numer.u.e ac.tivities that occur freyt:L:y, and

otreag ecnivities that promote public service. The fellowship fo. i :se who

i4



are admitted to the faith is usually very warm, quite emotionaL ararently

fulfilling, and involves frequent interpersonal interchange..

(2) As a model for drug abuse prevention,. this model is cor.s,Imately

411cnessful, , Drug vise and abuse in the most strict and serious :fosse groups

is practicall nonexistent, Even among the adherents of the me,re loosely

structured, less demanding, aid 'less stricc religious groupings, abuse

in far lass common than it is among people whose religious beli,_s ,.e weak
, .

..vor not oriented toward 'any formal expression (B/ix , et al., 197(i). in general,

.

DOSt religious affil,iatioa has been sho:ni to be correlated 7,lt.1, ...t.tenuated

drug use.
. -0

The religious spiritual model does not seem to appeal, howeve,, to the

a7erzge member of the drug abusing Stric.t, fusd.ementalist groups

ittzar.t as follow.zrs only a small percenta0 of youth. In addition, it can-

lot be promoted tn the schools or by public agencies. As one alt;riative

ow:liable to th:.se who would choose for therseives, however, it -s certainly

als F. choice available to those who are prone or enter

f-ci:o the covalent required, this model is a highly successful d-ter!..-Jit to

drug abuse. In general though, it is no*: piomotaUo by pl.J.)14-

In practice, thi,s.model stresses numerceaS and spirize.11 activities

That may verate to al.], needs for alternatives. In addi.tion, the ,lodel pro-

;> des .for mecaphysical needs not-assumee: by eitit.t models of drug ot)use pre-

er4tioa. he prescribed set of values and atti;odes reflect :GL:.;, -oaring,

4h ring, serving. In many cases the ac.:ual :exulting behoi; r. o-nong

.enstet!s c:eate an atmosphere that str:32r:s suppCrtiYe inter, r: ,nail

ett.,..trchas?!..

1 :)
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These same behaviors and experiences are simi:ar to the bumau skins

building experiences advocated by the psycho-social model. Part of 'the

effectiveness of this model in ameliorating drug abusing behavieT should

probably be ascribed to these techniques Ind experiences. ThF fll'illment

of a spiritual need and the self fulfilling demands of faith ..-e: red by

this approach may well account for its unusual effectiveness.

S. The Assumed Drive Model

(1) Ttris model assumes a human need that goes beyond ne p..asure

piinciple to an actual psychobiological dribe toward what are ec iouslr called

"peak experiences": (Maslow, 1959), "fully-functioning" levees Rogers, 1961),

"genetic transcendence" and "neuroelectrical ecstasy" (Leary, 19;',) and

"altered state of consciousness" (Weil, 1972). Adherents prcros- that the

,znasemIng drive to achieve these states is a natural part of fuletioning

and point cut humankind's use throughout history to achieve these states.

They point out that with the discovery and synthesis of new ric more potent

chemicals the current rise in dreg use becomes predictable. .t 1,11cws that

the drive exists end if society does not provide the enyirone c, 'or the satis-

flaction of this drive without drugs, people will turn. to wha'e- e means are

evailable,for at least its temporary satisfaction.

For some,lrug use is the easiest Slay of satis.Zying the iced to achieve

altered states of consciousness. While the chemical route t. iv ef:er only

temporary ielief from the drive, some sdherents to this redei _ug.!,est that the

1.0e of drugs is one way cf opening up bloc ages and providing ne inced possi-

bilities for achieving fu:ther real Fowth toward the transceed rt: goal state

:Ye&l, /2; Leary, ,,973).

O



Moat proponents of this model would agree that these states, though

elusive, are attainable through non-drug means, e.g. through the manipulation

of experiences which provide movement toward this goal state. Most would

also agree that these non-drug consciousness states, dough harder to attain,

are aeeper4, longer lasting, and more rewarding.

(2) It is difficult to criticize a position that assume: some basic

physiological /spiritual drive state. The evidence that this is, in fact, an

inbred drive and not a learned tendency toward experiences the produce

pleasure is hardly more than speculative. Perhaps it it not necessary and

not even especially helpful to presume such a drive. To prop3se the:: certain

experiences are pleasantperhaps exceptionally pleasant-=nd _let people will

'try to achieve then, is enough, at least for the purposes of drug abuse edu-

eation.

It may not be reasonable to assume that if pleasurable lorcis of can-

ecionanass can be achieved through non-drug means, they will ilcpctidSep over

their drug induced counterparts., Achieving "transcenr.ent" stare; through non-

drug means may require effort, dinigence, and, if the write of .:astern

and Western sages is eo be believed, may occur only as slow z11.7 .ent toward

a goal. It appears, eawever,,that this movement is .brought abct. at least

%

partly through the learning of appropriate psychological sets p.A responses;

Once learned it seems reasonable to assume that the learning be long

lasting and self-directed rather than temporary and delendert (n. the ingestion

of a foreign chemical.

(3) If the presumption is made that the drive toward sel actualization

and altered states of zonscieesness is innate, the mandate of drug abuse pre-

vention is to help people achieve such states without ibus-ns- d;ug'. At one
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Igvels1 this may go as far es education in safe techniques for using mind

altering chemicals, providing group facilitated drug trips, or setring up

-"get high comfort stations". Given the present value structurE of mijority

American society, it is more likely, however, that the aehieveeent of growth

towards "higher levels of consciousness" will be sanctioned oney th7o,gh non-

drug induced experiences. Currently, meditation, Yogic practices,

feedback of brain wave status, and hypnosis provide such experiene

(Tart, 1969),

To some degree the implications for drug education stemming ftem this

aedel merge with the alternatives model that follows. Both assuec that similar

experiences to those induced by the chemicallyaltered state can be achieved,

through non-drug means. One difference is,that'in the Assumed p!lf,?. Model

them is a long range emphasi3 toward achieving personal growth f.oward'higher

levels of consciousness. In the A1ternetives'Node?, this may be a goal, but

it is not necessary.

The Alternatives Model

(I) The alteenatives model for drug abuse prevention begin:. with the

consciousness state induced by drug:, Adherents attempt to iden .fy the

feelings and cognitions that make the drug induced state ettrectave and desir-

gble. Then it makes the assumptions that; these mental states can be brought

about_ without the ingestion of externally produced chemicals; eLA, a "natural"

method is to be desired over the chemically induced method.

A few writers have produCed analyses of the chemically indu .d state of

consciousness. In general they arrive at the following character4_,tics:

(4:3) a sense of eupLocia, of high, of feeling good, a feeling that everything

1.6 all right; (b) a physics] and mental relaxation coupled with rece of mind;



(0 a feeling that there is a meaning to life; (d), a feeling of oneness, of

unity both within oneself and with the rest of the world, a harrcn:; (e) a

sense of communication and communion with others, of involvement, f close-

nese and trust; (f) a feeling of insight about self, life and asso-_fated

problems; (g) altered perceptions of time, space, touch, vision, ec., new

ways of looking at things, problems, ideas; and (h) a certain ineffable,

unexplainable quality that can't be put into words. (Adapted fro*: Brantner,

2974; Cohen, 1971.)

The next step is to identify non-drug experiences that can bring on

these same mental states. Some authors have set about doing t^at (Cohen, 1971;

Bohner, 1972; Payne, "]973; Masters and Houston, 1972) and have elal)orated

any suggested alternative experiences which supposedty supply thr same kinds."

of feelings and cognitions.

(2) Oae prominent criticism of this approach can be allnded .o anecdo-

tally. When it was suggested at a recent meeting attended by author,

that experiences such as parachute jumpiag, hang-gliding, anj 'fling may.

Be ''substitute" experiences that coulJ be introduced as an altcri ative to

dtng induced experiences, a drug-using friend remarked in an aside, "Wow!

can you imagine how far-out it would be to be stoned and fioatin. ,loan on a

parachute". In short, in order to be true "alternatives" to drzg nse, ally

suggested experience must be such that it would not be enhanced iy experiencing

it in a chemically altered state.

In addition, the provision of alternatives to the chemical c.:_oxicated

state assumes that there are some characteristics in the: d:ugg'd ;*n-to that

era indeed identifiable, renlicable, and wiltes retain t'ieir attra .iveness

over many attainments. Even the most unicie experiences, howe,,. . carp become

habituated to and boring.

I
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On the surface it seams plausible that non-chemically induced experiences

Cart take the place of those to be achieved through chemical intoescation. On

awe: inspection, something is missing - perhaps the assumpt.on Ss too simplis-

tic, perhaps it is another case of treating the symptom and not t! cause, per-

haps there really is some underlying motivation, need, drive tr personality

imperfection. In any case, an appeal to alternative experiences tat imitate

chamically intoxicated consciousness seems to be placing the respo sibilicy

for the root of the drug abuse problem in the drugs themselves a, -pposed to

in the' individual. Ultimately the reason for abusing drugs lies in the indi-

vidual who abuses them as well as 31 the cultural/societal enviree:. sat. The

drunk., stoned, intoxicated, smashed, wrecked, feeling no pain, or e_gh state

:Lc" one that can be triggered by a chemical, but it is ultieaately cr ated by

the individual.

Yinally, viewing the provision of these experiences.as "altere-tives"

to drug use is to some degree to set them aside as epecial and apart from

normalcy. It might be better to go one step further and to see these .

"alternatives" as not spea.fically "alternatives" but as integrated perts of

e virtually infinite possibilities for life experiences. Rather than
4t

making them experiences introduced as potential substitutes they could be

pert of the panorama of natural choices that exist for every persor, :egard-

less of her/his propensity toward drug abuse.

(3) Narrowly defined, this modelettemp_s to defind the charectristic

factors of the chemically induced high and, defin6 alternesive nones'ret,

experiences that produce a similar state of consciousness. The role cf drug

oducation would be to introduce and further the opportunity fo. thes:

iences in our society in the hopes that people would choose teem over drugs.
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The have been no documented evaluations of the effect of such pr)grams on

drug abusing behavior. It is hard to imagine how a causal connection could

be definitely established. The underlying principle, however, SeEMS reasonable:

secieqshould provide the maximum number of alternative opportunities for

people to engage in potentially meaningful activities, with a sys.em for the

provision of help and guidance for getting into these activities.

Research

MOSt of the foregoing models have been fotiillated from the large body of

literature on drag abuse prevention education. While the liter4:ure is wide

ranging and provides much food for hypothesis generation, there 'is little

twbaltance in the form of objective, quantifiable evidence of ef4ec.s. In

this section, I will match the evidence to be found with the mc2els presented.

Whi3a, the fear. Induction model and the legalpolitical moiel :eve been

the primary modes of drug abuse prevention education, there is little in the
.

y of objective evidence to recommend their use. Although bcth. these tech -
-p,'

niques work in controlling behavior, at /east in the short ruh, C.ere is plenty

of evidence to.incffbate that people are 1,eighihg the probabilities of arrest

or the pxivate use of drugs and are finding them within the limits of their

willingness,to risk. Both the use of illicit drugs and the illic.t use of

legal drugs :.nvo4ve a significant and rising number of Amerie tom. An NIME

study reports, for ez mple, that.. as long ago as 1969, 277 of tlut -,rescription

%.n1;snyChoactive drugs used San Francisco were'obtained throngs. iv ormal "gray

. varket" thpsinels (Mellinger2i96?).

21



There is some evidence to show that the use of outside professionals

and other authority figures in drug abuse education is effective (Geis, 1969;

Ungerleiden:and Bowen, 1969; Weinswig and Weinswig, 1969)., Aratther study

asking. college students to rate several kinds of authoritics at "preventing

or stopping the use of dangerous drugs" assessed'the efEctivsneks of types

of authority used. The results placed "doctors and other he la professionals"

third behind "former users" and "friends". Law enforcement officials and

-.1Awyers were placed eighth and ninth respectively, barely al-esd cf clergy.

(Martin and O'Rourke, 1972.) A similar study of high school sttJents-corrob-

"orat.ut the high ranking of friends and other users as the most .rusted author-
,

ities and rants doctors and scientists as less -credible sources (Smart and

Pejer, 1972). Among soldier in the U.S. Array in Europe, however, physicians

.ere the preferred sources of information, with former addicts coming in .a -

distant second (Tennant, 1972). A Afferent study indicated that drug users

rejected information from both users and "straights", but were more prone to

reject it fro m "straights" (Smart, 1972). 0

The use of the former addict and the user ss an outside at.aority in

drug education programs has been popular (Blum, 1972; Geis, t969; Kline and

Wilson, 1972; Snowden and Cotter, 1973; Swisher, 968), but no stcessar'ily an

affective approach in changing attitudes or behavo,- (Swisher et. al, 1973;

Swisher, Warner and Herr, 1972).

Apparently the authorities who will be listened to most .ttettively are

people who "have been there' and frienAs reporting personal L%psr.ence (Capone

st. al., 1973; Lawler, 1971). Direct experiesce se.ms to be th,! riterion,'

Ansi the degree to which the authority is seen as loving expEt,:Ac , increases

aeribis effectiveness. Theranking of clergy last ua, buttress tsis conclusion.
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Rvidence for the effectiveness of the medical psychiatric moeel in drug

,.
rehabilitation is good when the format is self help groups, but pcor for one-

lee-one therapy. Evidence for the use of this Model 4n drug abuse prevention

education, Is virtually non-existent. To the degree that psycieltric help

eptablIshes positive mental health, :be:model probably relies- on some of the

eaNebasic,asSumptions of the psycho-social human skills mddel; if people are

in a state of positive mental health, they will not need to use dcues 'Lo a

ievelof abuse (NO-1er, 1973).

r;c'ce

The evidedcethat speaks to the latter assumption, and to t..e ereument

of the human skills model generally, hes evolved from clinical, anecdotal,

mod some correlational/experimental data Braucht et. al., (1c73) reviewed

evidence for psychosocial correlates to ieviant drug use in al-.1e zence.

Ma data indicates correlations between naracteristies in their b,ckground,

A.g., family cohesiveness, family drug wa, religion, self ecfi.i-aon, anxiety,

xle:Ito/e conflict, with later drug abuse. Other research Las ils.) pointed to

family and adjueemeat problems as primer?r in distinguishing pct,..t al drug

abusers (Blum, 1972; Goodman, 1972; Greea-et. al., 1073) while Gos!ett (1972)

reported that drug users in his survey indicated greater signs of 'emotional

iisturbance". Lew levels of self estlem have also been shown tJ relate to

dig abusing problems (Green et. al., 1973; Kaplan and Megerwitz, 1970; Norem-

Nebeieen, 1974).

Although feelings of :Aienatlon do not seem to correlate with illicit

drug use,,- other than Alcohol and tobacco, among adolescents (Warn r and

Swiaher, 1471), :reanant (1972) raporred that opiate addicted sold t'rs tended

eo have a 1...4.story of deviant behavior before entering the arrud farces. In

e sligheiy different approach, Mellinger et. al (1974) usr a aa:ib%al drug

F
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siorvsy to'show that drug ute among women and men is related to psyeliC distress
o

and Ilk crisis. Again, the most popular drugs ware prescription drugs and

alcohol. Taken as a wholes these data seem to indicate that control of cer-

tain psycho-social factors might contribute heavily to control of drug abuse.

It must be pointed out that there is no experimental evidence to indicate

a causal relationship among these variables. There have not been the iongi-

O;dinal studies necessary to speak with confidence about the experimental'

manipulation of these psycho-social variables and their relation to drug abuse.

The literature does suggest, however, a relationship bet;een some .sycho-

social variables and drug abuse. Most of these characteristics a:'r. 3 earned

teadencies and there is evidence that specific programs can have soma effect

on their development: The-fOrmulation.and testing of specific variables in

a longitudinal study of largscppe seem to be indicated as the next step.

Xvidence for the viability of the information processing; rat.onalr..y

model is mixed. It is-fairly clear that increased information atce't drugs

does not lead automatically to the curtailment of drug use. In fait, it may

increase experimentation with certain kinds of drugs (Stuart, 1'2'4; Tennant,

1973; Weaver and Tennant, 1973). There is however some indicatioe that drug

analysis programs supplying information on the quality and purity of street

drugs ray at least lead to more careful use (Pearlman and Silver 1973).

While it has been shown to be possible to bring about larAc .creaser

in the knowledge base of participants in drug education programs. this does

not necessarily bring about a corresponding change in att'..tude /ard drugs

(Anthony et. al, 1974; Korn and Goldstein, 1973; Smith, 1971; Su ason, 1972;

Swisherand Crawford, 1971; Weavei and Tennant, 1973). It can b: argued that

die .research designs used involving immediate post testing dces not allow

24
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melon& time to detect changes in attitude oraiation. It smyrarso be argued

that the instruments used inthe attitude meisurementare not sensitive to

tht kinds of changes occurring. The most logical argument to mtke, however,

is that delivery of information alone' does not bring about change relevant

to the'diminuation of drug use. In fact, many of the studies that indicate

no change in ttitude, also indicate no change in drug using behavior as

reported by student.'. In'any case, ithe objectiVe of drug education is

abstinence, or even strict curtailment of use, the information rrocessing,

rationality model does not.appear'to be adequate.
)

. There is some evidence that reinforcement procedures are at least,

partially successful in drug dependency rehabilitation programe. The diffi-

culty in controlling the variables, however, seems to have kepe nost educators

from applying these same procedures in drug abuse prevention edu:ation. Two

ztudies by Horan et. al. (1973) describe procedures for the appeication of

reinforcement technology to drug abuse prevention. The studies .report

"success" in reaching goals through a small group counseling approach using

raiitforcement of specific verbal behavior. Unfortunately, the studies pro-

vide no data. Two other studies comparing small groups of varef.ng format

alao report success in using reinforcement of verbal behavior ,a the small

group setting (Swisher, Warner and Herr, 1972; Warner, Swisher rnd Horan, 19.73).

The researchers report gains in knowledge and attitude Chang: in "desired

directiohs" for members, of groupi using reinforcement procedure:.

tio data has been encauttered for drug abuse prevehtion education programs

ring the religious spir3.tua2. approach. While on the one hand can be.

readily assumed that converts into grod7s which require devetie: to a deity
,s-

and rigid adherence to a strict code ofbehavior do not use drugs to excess;

,it also appears to be true that outside of these groups the clergy are not



cell of accurate information about drug,use and its consequences

,Rourke, A972). Paradoxically it is also. well known that certain

rican religions and othe

i
quasi7religious groups jud4.ci9usly use

druele in sous of their ceremonies. W4le the religibus approach is ptotably

wt suitable for broad scale public drug abuse prevention progrbme, it certainly

is a deterrent to drug abuse for those who find meaning in it.

AA ha* bean mentioned earlier,'the assumed drive model'and the alternatives,

al do not differ greatly in the actual application of procedures for drug

awn prevention. Virtually all of the literature in this area either specu

laths or ancumes the relationship between alternative sources of enjoyment and

L'he drive to higher levels' of consciousness. Much of the literature is an

atvlicetion of techniques, games, and experiences that may be iMployed either

altaraatives to drug induced experiences or as methods of achievfng these

emulousness states (Cohen, 1971; Iohner, 1972; Cordon, 1972; Jones, 1971;

Mitaters and Haustoa, 1972; Payne, 1973; Weil, 1972). 4

It is interesting to note that most of the alternatives suggested .by

febeta authors involve interactions between humans. To this decree, they are -

ebnruent with, the psycho-social human skills, model. The latter .peeits vir-
o 0

tually all of the delineated skills as learnable--most through hu =m contact.

4

Conclusions

tilliat emerges from the mass of prose and reported data is that drug abuse

a complex phenomenon and that a vide variety of programs and moues have been

weed in an attempt to counteract 1.1. Some have'clearly proved themselves to

umetiefactory; otheie seem to bad varying levels of promise for effective-

wers in getting across particular ntssages. There is no clear c' et evidence

2k
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for any.paiticular guiding light. Two frequently mentioned salients seem

Worth comment, however.

. Numerous modes of application have been attempted in the eissqmination

of drug abuse prevention education. Didactic presentations, testiiotials,

films, computer aided instruction, small group dittussions, aw.rEness exercises,

sensitivity exercises, confrontation groups, demonstrations-, field trips,

alternative sources of feelings; self-help groups, meditat'..on,.rmpatly training,
.

-mad may other modes have been reported in the literature. On approach that

filis'consistently met with success is the use of peer influence (Capone et. al.,

_1973; DeLone, 1972; Lawler, 1971; Toigo and Kaminstein, 1972; Werren atd

Swisher. 1971).. Id correlative studies, peer sanctions p ,!r influette

are frequently indicated variables. When asked to rate sources of informtion

that are seen as credible, peers always rank at or near the tcp (Martin 'an.(

0' Rourke, 1972; Smart, 1972; SmaFt and Fejer, 1972).

It seems obvious then that the systematic use of peer influence would be

oum effective way of bringing about desired changes in drug abusing behavior.

Placing an individual in a peer environment that either reinfo-res or does

not reinforce drag use is bound to'have an effect on her/his dr.T use. The

manipulation of peer influende, however, is a difficult and tee h; endeavor,.

fraught with the danger of backfire and further alienation fn. adult - influence.

In addition, while peer influence in youth may have positive .host term goals,

the.commanding peer influence of the adult world toward,the'cin.umption of

alcohol and tobacco portends short lived effect.

Another thread wends its way through manyof the model 'indicating a

viable approach: Drug abuse is somehow related to learning ex; eriences in

the history of the individual; the most significant df these eyperiences are
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thopu.in human interaction. This theme is paramount to the medical psychiatric,

psyCho-social human skills, reinforcement, and the alternatives models. It

ias seductive conclusion to draw, but one that is difficult to apply, and

eve& or difficult to prove. In addition, if the prescriptions of many of the

tit'aorists adhering to these models werafollowed, a major restructuring of

lomrican society would be in order.

Whaa reviews such as this indicate that the state of the art is as

*maisd ac this one appears to be, there is usually a ringing cry for more and

better research: better designs; more control over extraneous vari bles; use

of behavioral indicators of drug kh.ase as criteria for effectivenes.; long

tarn gollow,-up; and most centrally, clear cut formulation and measurement of

tools and objectiives. This review does not differ, in this conclusion. However,

vtila the research may continue to offer some clues, the ultimate linkage of

a decline in drug use to some specific fact of one particular mode of preven-

tion aducation seems highly unlikely.

Humans vary greatly. The complexity of their underlying motivations,

cased with the number of possible modes of drug abuse, provides more inter-

than,longitudinal research can soon ferret out.' such time as

it does, the plethora of approaches and models that seemed at ;first to be

cheotic and non-productive, may be the most reasonable attack. While-the

prescription "different strokes for different folks" may not be vary scien-

tifid. the symptoms seem to indicate it.

. 0
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